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IOM supports Al-Thawrah Modern General Hospital and Sho’ob Health Center in Sana’a

Yemen healthcare system is on the brink of collapse. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), only 45% of health facilities in Yemen are fully functional and accessible, 38% are partially functional and 17% are non-functional and at least 274 of those facilities have been damaged or destroyed during the current conflict.

Following its medicines and medical supplies previous donation to Al-Thawrah Modern General Hospital in Sana’a, IOM donated another three tons of lab solutions, medical equipment and clinic furniture to Sho’ob Health Center in the capital city of Sana’a. This is further stretched with the outbreak of cholera in the country since April 2017.

Like many other medical facilities, Al-Thawrah Hospital has been crippled by the ongoing conflict. The hospital is overwhelmed by its increasing volume of patients due to the number of people in acute needs, who have been displaced to Sana’a by the conflict. On the other hand, Sho’ob Health Centre located in a densely populated area in Sana’a, is conducting hundreds of medical consultations per day, while there is little or no support to the center.

The public health facilities suffer from lack of funding, medical supplies and equipment, and IOM has decided to increase its support to these facilities.

Throughout 2016 and 2017, IOM provided public hospitals with water tanks, solar panels, rechargeable batteries, electrical networks, medical supplies and equipment, as well as daily water trucks providing clean water.

These donations are funded by the Republic of Korea.
Event in the School Shohada 48, one of the 35 IOM Child-Friendly Spaces

A sport event was organized in Sana’a, where IOM engaged with the youth of the Child-Friendly Spaces and organized a lively and friendly tournament for children residing in impoverished areas.

The event was attended by the parents and their children along with the local community of the entire area of Shohada. Part of IOM focus is to engage the Youth and the community in activities which will help rebuilding solidarity, peace and resilience at community level.
Training workshop on Community-based Complaint Mechanism for UN agencies

IOM Yemen hosted the first training in Inter-Agency Coordination in Community-Based Complaint Mechanism (CBCM). This event was aimed at increasing the capacities of United Nations and country-based networks and strengthen the collective prevention and response against potential sexual exploitation and abuse. The training builds on lessons learned during the 2013-2015 project of the Inter-agency Standing Committee (IASC) to pilot inter-agency complaint mechanisms and introduce tools to provide operational guidance.

Migrating to Yemen - One girl’s struggle

Zahai (name changed for anonymity) was a teenage girl, living with her family of six in eastern Ethiopia. They were living a good life to some extent. Her father worked as a woodcutter and her mother worked in one of the
coffee mills. Zahai was studying in high school, and she worked with her classmates as hairdressers in the afternoon.

In 2016, the schools closed for a short period when there were some political unrest. During that time, Zahai dropped out of school and heard lots of arrest stories about students involved in the unrest. Fearing the arrests, Zahai and her classmates decided to get away from their community and search for a woman in Ethiopia who, it was said, could find them jobs. When they found her, the woman said there were no available jobs and offered to help them go to Djibouti and find work. The woman provided a name of a contact person in Djibouti. Zahai and her classmates paid 500 Ethiopian Birr (approximately USD 70.00) to the woman, who had a driver transport them to Djibouti.

Zahai and her friends arrived in Djibouti but could not call the contact person because they did not have phones. While they were walking in the street, they overheard a group of people speaking the Oromo language. Zahai and her friends asked this group if they had heard of the contact person. The group said they knew nothing about this contact. They said they were heading to Saudi Arabia and asked Zahai and her friends to join them. Zahai said that they did not have money to pay a migrant smuggler. The group explained that the smuggler would take them for no fee now, but they would pay him later, after they got work in Saudi Arabia. Zahai and her friends agreed and moved with the group to the smuggler’s house in Djibouti where they found a lot of people. The smuggler told them that the journey will be safe and they would find domestic work easily.

On the same day at midnight, they moved from the smuggler’s house to the sea and took a boat with over 140 migrants, including nine women, to the Yemeni coast. Some soldiers along the coast started to shoot at them as they neared the shore. Two men drowned when the smuggler forced all of the migrants to get out of the boat. Some fishermen tried to help rescue the migrants. As the migrants reached the shoreline, a car of smugglers came and forced them to get in. Zahai could not escape. The smugglers took them to a remote place and demanded ransom money from their families in Saudi Arabia and Ethiopia.

Zahai and her friends were beaten badly, but Zahai told the smugglers that they had no money and they did not even pay for the first smuggler who transported them from Djibouti to Yemen. Four migrant women paid for release, while Zahai and her friends were kept captive. As payment for release, the smuggler said they had to cook for the other migrants for six months. Zahai said they worked day and night, were forced to chew Qat (a leaf that is mildly narcotic), and were sexually assaulted. Zahai was raped by several men, worsening her situation with these acts of gender based violence. By the third month of captivity, she did not feel well. One of the smugglers took her to a hospital and the doctor determined she was pregnant. Zahai begged the doctor to help her not have the baby, but the doctor refused because of the negative affect on her health. The smuggler took her back to the remote place of captivity in Yemen, where she continued to be raped despite her pregnancy and sickness.

After six months, Zahai and her friends were taken to Rada’a, a district in central Yemen. The smugglers sold her three friends to another smuggler, but no one bought Zahai because she was pregnant. The smuggler left her on the street. Another migrant who spoke her language found her and took her to his house where he lived with his wife and child. Zahai stayed for almost three months, doing chores for the family. When the wife and husband separated, Zahai left the house and walked the streets aimlessly. One day, when she was sitting on a street corner crying, a group of Yemeni men approached and asked her if she needed help. Although she understood some Arabic, she could not speak it. They asked her if she was Somali and she shook her head, agreeing that she was. They took her to Sana’a, dropping her off in front of a restaurant and telling her that she could talk to the Somalis who cleaned cars in front of that restaurant.
She was left there, crying and not knowing where to go. Another migrant approached and asked her if she needed any help; she told him her story. He took her to his wife and, because they had only one room, in the morning she stayed with his wife and at night she stayed in a nearby store that was owned by Yemeni neighbors. A friend of the wife told Zahai about IOM, and the family took Zahai to the IOM medical clinic where she got medical care and psychological support. IOM also arranged temporary accommodation for her in a safe shelter, until she delivered the baby in one of Sana’a’s hospitals. Once discharged from the hospital, she returned to IOM’s temporary shelter and continued to receive care.

Zahai’s situation distressed her greatly and she considered abandoning the baby. Over time, her perspective changed and she started to accept her new role as a mother. As she grew stronger and emotionally stable, she decided that she could return to Ethiopia with her baby. In May 2017, IOM transported Zahai and her baby, and 20 other migrants from Sana’a to Al Hudaydah, from where they were evacuated by sea to Djibouti and then by air to Ethiopia.

Promotion of peace by Yemeni youth in Sana’a

Two films have been created by two teams made of migrants, refugees, internally displaced youth and their host community members in Yemen. The films were aimed at promoting peace and reconciliation, and strengthen the importance of peace among all actors of the society.

This is part of IOM partner, Youth of Peace Organization’s attempt to bring different youth categories to work together for a common goal.
In May 2017, IOM Yemen signed a cooperation agreement with Youth of Peace, a national NGO that works on empowering the youth to use their skills to build peace rather than being segregated by social rules and conflict environment. This was specifically launched to reinforce the social fabric of a broken down society torn by the conflict.

**Awareness campaign for vulnerable migrants and refugees, to prevent smuggling**

IOM Yemen conducted various awareness sessions on smuggling and human trafficking for children in Basateen area, in the city of Aden in the south of the country. Basateen is one the poorest areas in Aden. It is populated with migrants and refugees; smugglers are very active in the area.

IOM targeted children and provided them with an understanding on the trafficking and smuggling phenomenon in Yemen. IOM Volunteers assisted the team in delivering a strong message using methods tailored to children such as the use of puppet theatre and songs. IOM took advantage of the presence of hundreds of children to distribute hygiene kits.

The same focus was given to the parents attending the events, where strong messages were given to engage parents in the fight against trafficking and smuggling, and ensure together the protection of the children and vulnerable Yemenis and migrants from the smugglers.
Cholera awareness campaign in Abyan

IOM Yemen conducted a two-day workshop for its teams operating in the governorate of Abyan, in the south of the country. This included a specialized training session on cholera response, raising awareness and preventive methods. The training workshop included methods for mapping the displaced population and the host communities, in relation to the cholera outbreak and planned response.